
200e).
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FALL 1974. VANCOUVER

It is 80 degrees Fahrenheit. In
Vancouver
the Granville Grange Zephy~~'~at
the Flying Dildos 24-19. Post-se~son

baseball as lovely as having

a daughter nearly three. They had together
the morn,. the game, Queen Elizabeth
Park, a visit to Dwight's place,
five new kittens. Be careful, he said

like an idiot in the face of joy.
He and Dwight proofread the last pages
of an anthology, what a Sunday, warm
as a new feline belly. He watched

in awe as well as chagrin. What
a stupid dad, be really careful, he
cautioned. Cautious. A caution. A cat
might get you, a line drive

might break your cheekbone ten years
from now. Look out. Dwight
is a poet he once shamelessly quoted,
no, stole from.

WI NTER 1974. VANCOUVER

This is tradition,
not the strange.

She makes good use
of the NY TImes cook book he got
as introduction to that book club. He's
getting a belly

full. "B
reveals that it's easier to write
poems about nothing than it is to write
short stories about nothing."

Ian Dunn died on the highway
ten years ago, his funeral last night
occurred in a cave. When he was
carried in I saw his head bobbing.
Etc.

Little Gumpy,
with her small stem glass,
has become something of an expert
wine fancier,

a short story becoming more familiar
with time.
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FALL 1977. VANCOUVER

David Robinson was over last night
with blue line of his book,
with cover mOeK::u~with
long eye lashes, deep brown eyes.

The coffee keeps them awake.
The poems bum them up.

It certainly looks good, but it looks
as if it wont be made in time
for his October reading tour, not in time
to go to Europe with it in his hand.

This long disease my life
is much the same this year.

Romantic, at last, he may never see
that book, but if the plane crashes
nobody'll ever read these words either.
Oh how I love it!

WI NTER 1977. VANCOUVER

If there are no connections, dont make them.
Supervise the little kids, rooms familiar to all,

the great cement complex, sore throat, a care.
The first room is a giant pinball machine,

kids spread around its edge at controls.
He made some beautiful shots, right into

the hole at top. Bells ring. Get bored. Move
room to room, decide which to skip. The kids

come filing, male adults too, dads, wont
look at him, he's accused of abandoning his bunch.

But they're in the pool, T's there. He has to
look downward through windows, she's getting in.

Her rapid dog,paddle is her secret, I'm glad
she's got one, she puts down head, lifts bum

and rises from the chop where she was all the time
going. Her mother is signed up for an abortion,

not many days now. What's in all those cement rooms?
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FALL 1978. VANCOUVER

At a tryout camp for football team
we late arrivals were handed, we who were
not expected to make it were handed
not football uniforms but priest robes,
dressing gowns, sharp white shins.

There were literary gents around, the coach
told him to stick his body into the rush,
frightened, a hard back~handclout
to his windpipe. He sends no
string of pearls.

The regulars without
shoulderpads, with large numbers, black
red & white, dark, huge arms.
There would be no padding
in his robe, little vocation, he was late
dressing

as when he got fired up north,
from the survey gang. He said you did this
last year, B, failure.

He ran up the stairs, his shoes
in his left hand.

WINTER 1978. KALEDEN

He washed and dried her hair and now
she looks gorgeous,

a seven year old daughter,
Okanagan light through blonde;

she got off the Greyhound,

a suitcase in her hand,
her back straight,
pure food in her stomach,
no buzz in her voice.

The Dutch in front of them
were thankful to have seen

mountains full of snow,
a road black tires make
every minute of the way.

Here over this dark lake.
the dainty dogs scamper indoors,

the little girl waits
till they bound into her lap.
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There were so many things that didn't exist.

This tradition was based on ::esthetic experiments.

My technique was based on desire, not experience.

I had dismantled the interior.

rwas writing on the city, which was a screen on a clock.

All rwanted to do was deform a surface.

r wanted to experience the mortality of thought.

r saw no space prior to bodies and their intervals.

The secular niches flickered luminously.

Space was a very fine condition of corpuscular light.

rwitnessed immaterial tissues.

I embellished antiquitywith my laughter.

What is painting but the act of embrace?

r had lived subject to others, as in paintings.

Sometimes I designed finelyproportioned buildings inmymind.

I occupied myselfwith constructions.

rwas subdivided by the thought of things.

r had not fulfilled my sense organs.

A painting is soft as Narcissus.

The encompassing element faltered.

What shall I do with my senses?
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Pliny says it is always the season inwhich they are painting navies.

Not only in the church

but in your own house

the rnilitarywill march

and this is equality

according to the grammarians.

The question of the origin of painting is obscure, or Egyptian.

Pliny says it had to do with combat

and victory

also known aswar and triumph.

Such was its beauty

that a crow

would attempt to enter the tableau

to peck at the corpses.

We call this field of corpses

monochrome.

Its metal is iron.

A mbric is a thick red earth.

Seafoam mixed withgriefbecomes solid. This makes a conch shell

which is also a kind ofspeech.
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Pliny says when the sun sets we search among rocks. Our

tongues dry out.

The pigment called dust comes from pillage fires.

I really thought that painting would be about sex

but Pliny says it is the same as war and space.

With it we mark slaves

thus a citizen is enriched

and this is sex also.

There is a kind of chalk that gives the glowto silver.

Our grandparents used it

to draw the line offailure

behind them.

There are walls of earth.

We call this form

since they are made from moulds

composed oflittle panels or verses.

These forms stand tor generations.

Each earth has a property and a use. Pliny speaks ofeach.

But generally it's wOlth repeating: the earth is an island niixed

with blood.

In its furnace we concoct colour.

Pliny says that painting is necessary and commodious. It is a

medicinal subject.
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N ow more elaborate than any style

conducted only ever umecognizably and abhorring

and suspending the ordinary descriptions

what is painting but

The Wine ofError Daubed

on a sombre government.

III

Painting threw bricks at the police.

Painting wanted to devour skies

Satirically. Painting wanted politics

To be commodious.

PaintingwaS severelywounded bya governmental grenade on

the Boulevard Saint-Michel in]une 1968. It built barricades.

It escaped through a window. Its throat was seized by a green

ish gas. The apparent freedom ofpainting will again be seized,

enclosed, stricken. Painting will be herded naked into the

'street by the forces of order. Painting is ordinary. Someone

will give painting his shirt. Someone's vision will receive an

incandescent projectile. Painting cowered in its blood. This is

a secular fresco. I too wanted to throw something at them.



What can painting plead?

A string of olden coin

slung on nervous sinew

unprofitable) delirious) incredible) dear

labyrinth stitched through

with ribald sinew

Painting stuffs and swells and abhors

that circumvents

a slit ofhght

a fuzz of gods

A winter fur

in summer

breeding vermin

This Hyperbolical Nightingale.

The Dogs ofDirkBogarde

I

What in present myself to them

to quietly and agreeably confer

with happiness fretted

an aficionado oflightness

or tired openly fighting

following low tufty path through the apartment hedge

without any effortful existence

I do not continue in truth adrift

I do continue

to make it scarcely

oftheir play and their avoidance

In wood and feldand dale and dun) in woods

and to fields) both in field and forest) from

all directions) like a tilework

what I saw was their beau dictation

where parts grouped together at the faucet

like a shadow divine neutral

coloration work at the larynx drowsing

I spoke then as a dog that with the pale flowers groweth in the

meadows

and into the game ofspeech.



Ship Models

for Bill Forbis

Bill has a :fleet of model ships under glass:
safe from storms and shipwreck.
He's built the schooner-yacht America,

in its slender elegance. Special forhim
is the Wolverine, one of the freighters built
on Hog Island in Philadelphia.
He sailed on the rt;al Wolverine in World War II.
The mod~l of the Star ofIndia, the oldest sailing ship
in service, looks :flawless to me. At a model-builder's show
the experts offered to give him their opinion
for fifteen dollars. They said that it was a good likeness~
at a distance of six: feet. During the war,
the ship just ahead of The Wolverine in the convoy
was sunk by a torpedo. That was close enough, he says.

14 I BERT ALMON

Talking about Poetry at the Local Jail

This was a minimum security pen
but I got to wear a plastic id card
clipped to my shirt pocket
It said «writer" my first certification

of that vagrant status
I visit~d a classroom in the basement
Four students were wearing hospital gowns
"Baby dolls" such prisoners are called
the ones who might set themselves on fire
The gowns are soaked in fire-retardant
The teacher described the uproar
when a pupil bursts into :flame
in the middle of a lesson
The Promethean metaphors for learning
self-destruct in such an atmosphere
Better to light one candle
Kindling enthusiasm

Passing the torch

Setting the world onfire

The serious poets were all
in the protective custody wing
The informants and sex offenders

20to"

WAITING FOR THE GULF STREAM I IS
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The Spaniards twisted reason
to call it the Firebrand River,
after the Yuma Indians

who moved naked in the cold nights
with a firebrand to keep warm,
shifting it from one hand to the other.
Looking up the Canyon walls,
we saw the sun setting,
but when our heli20pter topped the rim
the sun still had inches to go,
not quite igniting the horizon.

BERT ALMON'

The Gang

Sparrows behave like teenagers,
going everywhere together,
loitering at the bird feeder
their 7-Eleven store.
They see my form at the window
and react as if I were a squad car
pulling into the parking lot:
they fly to the spruce tree,
and tweet without cell phones.

Fast eaters, they spill seed on the snow,
and sometimes descend to peck it.
One keeps trying to helicopter back up
like a hummingbird, but his wings
are visible, a clumsy ventriloquist
whose lips are clearly moving.

WAITING FOR THE GULF STREAM



Opportunities for jouissance: the Fantasyland hotel with its
ancient Roman Room (armless couches and marble bath) and
the Truck Room with flashing lights and a bunk in the flatbed

of a truck. The hookers who occasionally work in RV's in the
parking lot are not sanctioned by the management.

The fountains of Versailles, they are called, spout water all
day in Phase II. Their white noise accompanies the glitter of
chrome and glass creating a synaesthetic zombie potion. I do
not think they IQok much like the fountain I saw in Versailles,
where a great bronze chariot ofApollo rises with horses from
the spray to figure as Louis the Sun King. Louis wants to visit
WEM but hostilities between the Most Christian King and
Her Britannic Majesty prevent the visit, which is most unfair
when we consi&r that Hitler got to visit Paris.

Walter Benjamin said that "the methodological relation
ship between the metaphysical investigation and the histori
cal one is a stocking turned inside out." IfI turn this stocking
inside out I see Charles Baudelaire's staring face from the fa
mous daguerreotype. Baudelaire strolls up and down the mall
after midnight window-shopping and murmuring "greed, lust,
pauperism, boredom." Just before dawn he often stares at the
bronze hooker until a security guard tells him to move along.
He goes past the flagship of Columbus to the Fantasyland
Hotel where he meets his mistress, Jeanne Duval, who has
been turning tricks in the parking lot. He realiz!,:s that irony
can get no purchase on the bright surfaces of the Mall but he
has no other method.

More Fun than a Barrel of Sea-Monkeys

Nothing to say about Las Vegas that isn't obvious.
Still, I must render unto Caesars Palace

that which is Caesar's, andremember two things:
the Amazing Sea-Monkeys Slot Machines,
and the man-sized chicken suit - reduced to $129.99 -.

at Houdini's Magic Shop on the Grand Canal
inside the Venetian Hotel. The store has a photo
ofMichael Jackson's visit. He didn't buy the yellow suit.

I watched the shop from my sidewalk table
at the Trattoria Reggiano. Twirling my fork,
I ate some very good pasta with lemons and capers
as the clerk demonstrated card tricks in his doorway,
treating the deck like a yo-yo. I couldn't see any wires.
Above me, a blue sky with shapely clouds that never moved.

BERT ALMON WAITING FOR THE GULF STREAM 49



~ 2 FROM VERLAINE

It rains in my heart

It rains in myheart

as it rains on the city

How has such despond

entered my heart?

Soft sound of the rain

on the ground & the roofs

My heart that's bereft

hears the song of the rain

It rains without logic

In this self-damaged heart

There's been no betrayal

Its grief beyond logic

The worst of the pain

Is not to know why

Not loving nor hating

My heart feels such pain

30

In the interminable

In the interminable

ennui of the plain

the scattered snow

is shining like sand

The sky is copper-coloured

with no gleam of light

You'd think you might see

the moon rise, and set

Like clouds, the boughs

of grey oak trees

in the adjacent forest

drift in the mist

The sky is copper-coloured

with no gleam of light

You'd think you might see

. the moon rise, and set

o hoarse-voiced crow,

and you, skinny wolves,

is there anything for you

in these bitter winds?
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Gold Ink

Why is the flag at half mast?

Is it for the Canadian security guard killed in Afghanistan?

or the little girl whose body was found in Mississauga?
or Mitchell Sharp?

The flag

1/3 the way down the pole

in front of the firehall

across Balaclava.

The brick firehall - orange brick

(some brown bricks, some red) 

steel gabled roofpainted cream

and part of a tree

visible in the space defined

by the walls of the porch

slanting away.

The refrigerator hums, that now I've gotten used to.

Indoors. In behind heavy doors, locked. .

Two kinds of locks, electronic on the front door,

deadbolt on my door.

Live with your

self.
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FQojVI SE:LEGIEt;>-+ Mary Winslow

Her Irish maids could never spoon out mush
Or orange-juice enough; the body cools
And smiles as a sick child
Who adds up figures, and a hush
Grips at the poised relations sipping sherry
And tracking up the carpets of her four
Room kingdom. On the rigid Charles, in snow,
Charon, the Lubber, clambers from his wherry,
And stops her hideous baby-squawks and yells
"\Vit:s clownish afterthought. Nothing will go '
Agam. Even the gelded picador
Baiting the twinned runt bulls
With walrus horns before the Spanish Belles
Is veiled with all the childish bibelots.

Mary Winslow is dead. Out on the Charles
~he shells hold water and their oarblades drag,
Llttered with captivated ducks, and now
The bell-rope in King's Chapel Tower unsnarls
And bells the bestial cow
From Boston Common; she is dead. But stop,
Neighbor, these pillows prop
Her that her terrified and child's cold eyes
Glass what they're not: our Copley ancestress,
Grandiloquent, square-jowled and worldly-wise,
A Cleopatra in her housewife's dress;
Nothing will go again. The bells cry: "Come,
Come home," the babbling Chapel belfry cries:
"Come, Mary Winslow, come; I bell thee home."

12

The Drunken Fisherman

Wallowing in this bloody sty,
I cast for fish that pleased my eye
(Truly Jehovah's bow suspends
No pots of gold to weight its ends);
Only the blood-mouthed rainbow trout
Rose to my bait. They flopped about
My canvas creel until the moth
Corrupted its unstable cloth.

A calendar to tell the day;
A handkerchief to wave away
The gnats; a couch unstuffed with storm
pouching a bottle in one arm;
A whiskey bottle full of worms;
And bedroom slacks: are these fit terms
To mete the worm whose molten rage
Boils in the belly of old age?

Once fishing was a rabbit's foot-
o wind blow cold, 0 wind blow hot,
Let suns stay in or suns step out:
Life danced a jig on the sperm-whale's spout
The fisher's fluent and obscene
Catches kept his conscience clean.
Children, the raging memory drools
Over the glory of past pools.

Now the hot river, ebbing, hauls
Its bloody waters into holes;
A grain of sand inside my shoe
Mimics the moon that might undo
Man and Creation too; remorse,
Stinking, has puddled up its source;



For Sale

Poor sheepish plaything,
organized with prodigal animosity,
lived in just a year-
my Father's cottage at Beverly Farms
was on the market the month he died.
Empty, open, intimate,
its town-house furniture
had an on tiptoe air
of waiting for the mover
on the heels of the undertaker.
Ready, afraid
of living alone till eighty,
Mother mooned in a window,
as if she had stayed on a train
one stop past her destination.

82

Sailing Home from Rapallo

[FebruarY'954]

Your nurse could only speak Italian,
but after twenty minutes I could imagine your final week,
and tears ran down my cheeks. . . .

When I embarked from Italy with my Mother's body,
the whole shoreline of the Golfo di Genova
was breaking into fiery flower.
The crazy yellow and azure sea-sleds
blasting like jack-hammers across
the spumante-bubbling wake of our liner,
recalled the clashing colors of my Ford.
Mother traveled first-class in the hold;
her Risorgimento black and gold casket
was like Napoleon's at the Invalides.

While the passengers were tanning
on the Mediterranean in deck-chairs,
our family cemetery in Dunbarton
lay under the White Mountains
in the sub-zero weather.
The graveyard's soil was changing to stone
so many of its deaths had been midwinter.
Dour and dark against the blinding snowdrifts,
its black brook and fir trunks were as smooth as masts.
A fence of iron spear-hafts
black-bordered its mostly Colonial grave-slates.
The only "unhistoric" soul to come here
was Father, now buried beneath his recent
unweathered pink-veined slice of marble.
Even the Latin of his Lowell motto:
Occasionem cognosce,



Child's Song

My cheap toy lamp
gives little light
all night, all night,
when my muscles cramp.

Sometimes I touch your hand
across my cot,
and our fingers knot,
but there's no hand

to take me home
no Caribbean
island, where even
the shark is at home.

It must be heaven.
There on that island
the white sand shines
like a birchwood fire.

Help, saw me in two,
put me on the shelf!
Sometimes the little muddler
can't stand itself!

II2

~ The Public Garden

Burnished, burned-out, still burning as the year
you lead me to our stamping ground.
The city and its cruising cars surround
the Public Garden. All's alive-
the children crowding home from schoolat five,
punting a football in the bricky air,
the sailors and their pick-ups under trees
with Latin labels. And the jaded ilock
of swanboats paddles to its dock.
The park is drying. ...
Dead leaves thicken to a ball
inside the basin of a fountain, where
the heads offour stone lions stare
and suck on empty fawcets. Night
deepens. From the arched bridge, we see
the shedding park-bound mallards, how they keep
circling and diving in the lanternlight,
searching for something hidden in the muck.
And now the moon, earth's friend, that cared so much
for us, and cared so little, comes again-
always a stranger! As we walk,
it lies like chalk
over the waters. Everything's aground.
Remember summer? Bubbles filled
the fountain, and we splashed. We drowned
in Eden, while Jehovah's grass-green lyre
was rustling all about us in the leaves
that gurgled by us, turning upside down .
The fountain's failing waters ilash around
the garden. Nothing catches fire.

II3
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---------
11 The Teaching

I teach the chant to my son:
Earth, I am
Fire, I am
Water, Air, and Spirit
lam

He wants to know .
how to spell: .
"earth," "water," "fire," .
"spirit," and
"person." .

Enchantment & Freedom

When did the chant begin?

How many generations or·
thousands of years, shaken
in the womb to the same
damn rhythm
minute in variation, the inflections
sounding out
the same shape
the same meaning
entrained in flesh and form:

leave me alone
leave me alone
leave me alone

The old ones are always dying
bitter with their wishes come true
they lacked faith,
didn't make any plans
about freedom

No small changes are healing
the wounds in myself, the war-torn
nature of my family, and big changes
subtle ones trans/formations
relentlessly draw me
into new alignment
with the single-pointed purpose
of staring down into my own
cadaverous eyes
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Birth Sketch II

simple solid woman
hunkered down, hair
escapes the ponytail
a few wet tendrils

below
the human child
just now leaving
this mother's body

outside the circle
rendered down to two
delicate hands
is the father

he who was so
important to me
and so central
sidelined

A Present Made

o those hopes and dreams
sweet days and troubles
walking side by side
past flowing streams

pebble beds turning
catch glitter of sun and throw
star glints, moon beams
o young man of mine

down city streets you walk
hunkered in black leather
against the rain
We move and

lovelights shine on
cardboard boxes
souvenirs of what appealed
collect, define

o unexpected
gifts oflife, cruelties
and cowardice fade
we who, so excited and afraid

looked ahead
now stroke the braid
of all we've done, intended
unintended

each, and all together
a present made
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Protection

where is the flower
within whose petals gently folding
i may sleep safe, hidden
from the great night

so small and vulnerable am i
.these delicate legs and ·wings
require profound and golden light
to carry me

tasting nature's menus
through each day, averting
certain dangers and inviting
certain play

still, at nightfall
when flowers sleep
i am too naked to survive
and starlight too weak

Gone Not Gone

With the kids gone
I sleep in a messy house

that I may wake up
within the illusion

not gone
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RISE SPIRITS,

Stagger up from caudled cups, fuddledsops

Revive & sway from allsorts pots, debauched sots

Crawl from bar stools & tabletops, soused gutter mops

From grain muck potato hunk grape must sugar lump

From warts washes & hops, you dipsomaniac drunks

From backdoor bathtub bootleg slapbang stillshops

From shady lounges bars & pubs

From ghostly palaces parlours ghastly dives & clubs

Come, whet your whistles tie one on &bever up

With a brew ofpurl sackhock pulque flip & junk

For you} tipsy tipple hogs & potationist punks

I tap the kegs barrels pipes & butts

I tip the flagons noggins flasks & jugs

For you} carousing lot, imbibe a damp a round a go

A shench a nug a squib a rub & a pint ofhot

0, drink deep draughts ofmy wine dark plank

Swill it swig it sling it toast it tope it toss it

O} glug gulp guzzle knock it back & lap it up

NoWj as this firmament ferments for us, rise & slur

O} stumble up to or~te & pontificate

From the faint fog, sway to ornate & obfuscate

Convivial mates, to oraculate & equivocate, 0 rise

Intoxicants, rise up & speak

11



DRAUGHTS - A BEER-INSPIRED MISCELLANY

and moved by the demonstrable effect .

ofgreat Art and the brotherhood ofpeople I remarked

"- the poem oughta be worth some beer"

- pJ Purdy, ''At the Quinte Hotel"

for Ottawa's Hogsback Vintage Lager

Mounseel;

monphreer,

ne'er-e'er sneer

at the careers

of clareteer

balladeers,

From beer

to cheer,

privateers,

they, bleary-eared seers,

traveers

life's bumsteers.

Braveer

an' ne'er jeel;

spilliteer,

our sonateers

are sauteers.

God'll skeer ya

or I'll gambeer ya

with a reerey

dictioneer.

·22

for Steam Whistle Brewery

Labour is the old complaint, cold is the other.

For thirty-six years, I've stared down dirt

to my father's land-locked eyes:

grit that grinds with the reek

ofrock bits and life ends,

the oiled sheen ofhis pint-sized hands

day deep in the guts of diesel machines

for the flash ofgrain futures on TV screens

and the itch of augured seed.

Listen, son,

work will break your back,

muddle your mind

and smelter your mettle

while you empty the bank

to put bread on the table.

Death is the easiest harvest,

the rest is market

where governments sell us

and buyers starve us.

My fathers and mothers under the loam

hitched to a common harness.
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in calciferous muck that I'd push and prodwith a knife feeling for that seal

in the gunk. Opened, glossy, with an opaque edge ofsemen white, but, on

the tongue,· a wave of salt, shell and grit. Here, I remember how, when I

was a kid, we bought bags ofcrushed oyster shells for our chickens so they

could make the shells that sphered the eggs we'd eat. Wave upon wave.

Ci~cles within circles, My mother called to tell me that she, this woman

who had been my lover, was dead ~ she'd read it in the paper. Suicide?

AIDS? An overdose? She didn't know which but was proud to be the first

to bring me such misery. Like a poem, Ponge said of oysters, so hard to

open, blows mark the envelope.

No\e...: 11\\> ~oefV'l Ie; \2..fr..l:e.J> pc,...
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THE COCKTAIL

for Donnie Peters (1964-1999)

Donnie, we counted the days

till your death

by tulip spears and lily bayonets.

I last sawyou in a has-been

coat - fox fur - always· a scene 

on 17thAve. in November.

Your bare feet in pumps

br~ath aerosol with alcohol and smoke.

Kiss me my blue-balled cowboy

my boy toy

my call boy.
Wasn't AIDS fucked your head

but ten years of coke.

Ifyou read poetry (you didn't)

you might know Lorca (you wouldn't)

rode a horse ofpearl

a horse rode hard

and put awaywet.

His took less time than yours

but obeyed all the rules

offaggot death - here's the rhyme 

a gun blew the maric6n rojo

all over the avenue.

Donnie, my disease Argonaut

fleecing the golden pubes

my barber ofthe uncivil

44
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my resurrected stiff

drag drags on

even amongst the dead.

So I want you as you weren't

not your second coming

a protease tease

in a 90-pound

negligee ofsweat

and black sarcoma lace -

so late 1980S.

Lypo, pills, tubes, the shits

is it a eulogy

ifwe wished you death?

INTRAVENUS

Lynne, we met the day Don asked to suck me off

- not my cock, he made clear, but toes, without socks

[boys in sandals got him off] - you wheel through that memory:,

your legs in casts, [the virus rhyming RNA

to [reverse transcriptase] your DNA]

bones sapped [Combivir, Saquinavir, RitonavirJ by the daily

pharmablasts to make you gag and keep the docs away.

Those were the days we worked in then:

homeless guys down on 2nd drunk on Old Stock beer by lO,

sex workers [hookers] dazed by night work

up from the streets for the free lipstick

and condoms [safes] we dispensed, high on heroin [smack],

or [as the cell becomes a sieve] coke [crack],

eyes blue with [another negative test] mascara or black

from pimp beatings in the parking lot [turns positive] out back.

Lynne, you fundraised} you spoke, you organized}

you were one ofthe few who could help men die

and I never once sawyou, like me} teary-eyed.

Every day since then [this} the line I tend], I

see it} think it, caught [daring words to mean]

by habit [everything I've touched and seen]

my fingers still type its nal1?-e [all caps]: "it"

that floating thing [Sex =Silence =Death] called a referent

as in 111e doc says I've got IT - voice quiver bold italics

carrying us away from the linguistic

things we never wanted meant: GRID} the gay plague,

the empty cipher AIDS and Christian placards saying God Loves Fags

[Insert thread: deadbody: doc} iJm 21

& justfound out ive got HIV - i'm done]
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~. The V?ices Ignored by the Rich

We are still here,
& we do as we have always done.

We have never known a need
for anything this world can give us,
but we feel a thirst
large enough to swallow a gilded sea.
Though that ocean
will never become any more real
than a multitude
wandering around
inside a mirage.

We have broken the strongest men.
We have buried the weak in the clouds.
We have tipped the balance
from the side of night,
& despite the whip's lash
we remain in the temple.

little have they ventured to learn
the maze-path of our dream.

They are they
& we are one.

(Adapted from Roberto Sosa)
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The Cloisters

Those who hunt us,
they are nearly our friends,
they have taught us, they never make an error,
they have taught us the rhythms
that pound out our fear.

They have trained us meticulously.
We discourse sweetly,
we read & write about Clarity.
We admire its shadows
that appear quickly around us.
We hear the blare of the horn
mingled with the supplicating
murmur of the ocean.

There is no doubt now,
we know we are those animals,
bodies covered with wreaths of horror,
sleeping all these years
in a wax museum
guarded by mannequins
of strange violent metal.

(Adapted from Roberto Sosa)



+ Immigrant

They keep arresting you
at the border, at my direction.

I cant be responsible
for every old soul cousin
who wants to use me as a sponsor.

You had your claim on me once
in the country of our old love,
you sent me into an exile
that left them laughing at every customs house
around the edge of the land.

I've taken a new name,
you have no claim on me,
no baggage I will have to redeem.

If you do make it past the guards at the airport,
if you get into town & come breezing down my street,
I'll cut you like an invisible visitor

.from an alien planet.
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Maple

The clumpy roses
clinging to the thick tree outside this window
bring you to mind.

Everything
brings you to mind,
you are my true north,
you are a live growth on my body.

I would not strip
the green cushion from the bark of that tree
and leave it bare to the coastal winter
Ol1d the eyes of every passerby.

You can stay, you can stay
a~ long as you remain silent
while I put out leaves again next spring.



~
No Luggage

Yes, if this life is transient
the world is a bum hotel

where we shiver under one blanket
thinking of the fireside eiderdown at home,

that castle in the sky.
Or sit in the lobby, oh controlling image,

staring at rain-hunched figures
walking by to repetitive lunches and mates.

But what if life is transient
for the man behind the cash register too?

His dollars one after the other
pass thru his hands, the faces on them

smiling because they'll be around
when he's checked out with the rest of us.
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